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Abstract. This article aims to explore a possible criterion of digital technology mathematics teachers’ professional development\textsuperscript{1}. The criterion was canvassed through qualitative exploratory study which involve a hybrid model of DigiTech TPD, online published articles of related TPD, and theoretical perspective which relate to digital technology in mathematics education. Related frameworks (Drijvers et al, 2010; Trocki & Hollebrands, 2018) and content analysis were utilized to analyze the first two data. Theoretical perspectives of digital technology in mathematics education were accounted to reflect prior data and explore the criterion. We found that the current TPD\textsuperscript{2} has not developed the knowledge of task design and supported teachers’ roles in orchestrating technology-rich mathematics teaching as seen in the low level of tasks and teachers’ orchestration in the classroom. Related articles on TPD in Indonesia show that the programs have not touched decisive factors of successfully implementing digital technology. An alternative criterion for DigiTech TPD is explored which includes three aspects namely theoretical approach, model and content. It could be alternative point of departure for designing and conducting DigiTech TPD in Indonesia.
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Introduction

The design, the role of teacher, and educational context are essential factors for the success of digital technology in mathematics education (Drijvers, 2015). Within the three factors, the roles played by mathematics teachers are very central. The teachers do not only orchestrate technology-rich mathematics teaching to which they differ substantially from paper and pencil teaching but also prepare digital technology, design corresponding task, and activities, and manage educational contexts such as students’ motivation and assessment. To accomplish the roles, the teachers should have the mathematical knowledge, knowledge about the artifact, didactic knowledge of mathematics, and

\textsuperscript{1}Digital technology mathematics teachers’ professional development is abbreviated as DigiTech TPD
\textsuperscript{2}Current TPD refer to the DigiTech TPD the authors have conducted
didactic knowledge about the artifact (Tapan, 2003). Mishra and Koehler (2009) summarize the knowledge the teachers should possess in teaching mathematics with or through technology as TPACK (Technological pedagogical and content knowledge). Meanwhile, Leung (2017) proposes Mathematics Digital Task Design Knowledge (MDTDK) as the intersection of four knowledge domains, i.e., pedagogical knowledge, mathematics content knowledge, digital technology knowledge and knowledge about the artifact used.

Teachers are vital to students’ opportunities to learn mathematics (Leong, Kaur, & Kwon, 2017) in with or without digital technology classroom. In addition, Leong, Kaur, and Kwon (2017) argued that what mathematics teachers know and do is the result of their experiences both prior and after entering the profession as the teacher. Thus, mathematics teacher education and professional development are the points where the teachers begin for their roles in teaching mathematics in general and integrating digital technology in specific. Drijvers (2015) noted that to orchestrate mathematics learning with digital technology, a process of professional development is required which includes teachers own instrumental genesis or development of technological and pedagogical knowledge. The question is how mathematics teacher education and teachers’ professional development contribute to the teachers’ knowledge for the design of DigiTech3 mathematics tasks and the orchestration of technology-rich mathematics teaching?

Mathematics teacher education is the place where the pre-service teachers begin to learn and develop an identity as future teachers. The policy and curriculum of teachers' education vary in each educational system and change over time in order to adjust the current need. Indonesia, for example, has gone through significant changes over a decade in pre-service education of mathematics teachers (Kusumah & Nurhasanah, 2017). In the past ten years, the course of learning media in mathematics offered in Teachers Training Institutions (LPTK) for pre-service mathematics teachers was limited to physical tools. Nowadays, some LPTK (e.g., Jurusan Matematika UNY, 2014; Prodi Pendidikan Matematika UM, 2017) have offered specific course relating to ICT or digital technology in mathematics teaching as a compulsory or optional course. For example, e-learning course aims to have students design and implement e-learning in a task-based mathematics teaching (Prodi Pendidikan Matematika UNESA, 2016). However, as far as our concern, we have not found any online published works which examine the effectiveness of the given course for mathematics teachers to design and implement related mathematics tasks and activities in the technology-rich mathematics classroom.

Teachers’ professional development in mathematics education has been a concern of research worldwide (Leong, et al., 2017) for some important reasons, i.e., the quality of the teachers and its impacts on educational practices. One of the factors that determine the quality of teachers is their continuous professional development (Mullis, Martin, Foy, & Arora, 2012). Prior researches (e.g., Liang, Zhang, Huang, Shi, & Qiao, 2015; Unal, Demir, & Kilic, 2011) have proved that teachers professional development relate to increased students’ achievement and performances. However, Merliza and Retnawati (2018) found that the majority of in-service mathematics teachers were less involved in continuous professional development (CPD) activities either in person or learning community. Although some long-term TPD programs such as PMRI and Lesson Study(Kusumah & Nurhasanah, 2017) and ELPSA (Lowrie & Patanuddin, 2015) have been conducted, not all mathematics teachers could access the programs due to a large number of mathematics teachers in Indonesia.

3 Digital technology is abbreviated as DigiTech
In a specific digital technology professional development for in-service mathematics teachers, we have identified some types of TPD programs in Indonesia. Firstly, TPD is conducted by the Institute for Mathematics Teachers Training (P4TK-Matematika, https://p4tkmatematika.org) annually or collaboration of LPTK and related parties such as Educational Institute of Quality Assurance (LPMP). This is categorized as top-down types (Kusumah & Nurhasanah, 2017). Secondly, TPD which has been conducting by a group of researches tentatively as part of community service programs or research (Dhoruri, Sugiyono, Retnowati, Lestari, & Sari, 2018; Koswara, Yuliawati, & Rosita, 2017; Ratnasari, Wahyu, & Mahfudy, 2018), including the TPD program held by the authors. This is referred to as bottom-up (Kusumah & Nurhasanah, 2017). This TPD often involve local Working Group of Teachers (MGMP). Thirdly, TPD which is conducted by MGMP itself. Generally, digital technology is electronic tools, systems, devices and resources that generate, store or process data. In the context of mathematics education, digital technologies used by the teachers or researchers in the classroomand professional development are varied but mostly include the design and use of tasks in the instruction such as interactive geometry software (GeoGebra).

For the first and third type of TPD, we have not found any related scholarly publication, e.g., journal articles or official reports which discuss and disseminate findings of the programs. The second type of TPD relatively has various online publications in the form of program reports stored in university e-repository and journal articles. However, most of the TPD programs only have training or workshop session without classroom teaching as the follow up (e.g., Dhoruri, et al., 2018) and not addressed the design as one of three decisive and crucial factors in digital technology integration in mathematics teaching (Drijvers, 2015). In addition the content of TPD, the publications are to explain how the TPD took place at the site. Thus, it is yet known and well-documented how the TPD programs contribute to the mathematics teachers' related knowledge to orchestrate technology-rich mathematics classroom. The question “what is a possible criterion of a digital technology related TPD in Indonesian context?” is needed to be explored. We mean criterion here as to how to run TPD for digital technology which develops mathematics teachers related knowledge (e.g., MDTDK) and support their orchestration of technology-rich mathematics teaching.

A limited number of published works online regarding mathematics TPD which deal with the knowledge of digital technology mathematics task design in Indonesia indicate several worth-noting cases. Firstly, scholarly discourse and communication through online published works regarding the topic are deficient. Secondly, the lack of TPD which concern on the topic. Thirdly, the first and second cases cause fewer insights on the model of TPD for Indonesian context on digital technology. We believe that many related TPD has been held overseas and general TPD for in-service mathematics teachers in Indonesia. For digital technology, we could draw from the existing model (e.g., Lavicca, Hohenwart, Jones, & Dawes, 2006; Thurm, Klinger, & Barzel, 2015; Verhoef, Coenders, Pieters, van Smaalen, & Tall, 2015) but we still need the local context or characteristics (e.g., Ekawati & Lin, 2014; Yusri, Goodwin, & Mooney, 2015). These worth-noting cases as the standing point, this article seeks to explore a possible criterion of DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers through the TPD we conducted, related TPD in Indonesia and theoretical perspectives of digital technology task design and classroom orchestration. We use the term ‘a possible criterion’ to indicate that the criterion is alternative perspective or not ‘a final criterion.’ It enables further investigations on the criterion for developing mathematics teachers’ knowledge of designing DigiTech mathematics tasks and supporting teachers’ roles in the orchestration of technology-rich mathematics teachings.
Research Methods

The current study aimed to explore a possible criterion of DigiTech TPD in Indonesian context which has not been widely discussed through online publications and implemented in the related TPD. The criterion we explored is not a conclusive criterion in which it will require further study. The criterion also help the mathematics educators when designing DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers in Indonesia. For these characteristics, the study we conducted can be categorized as qualitative exploratory study (Reiter, 2017; Stebbins, 2008).

In this study, we used three sources of data, i.e., a hybrid model of DigiTech TPD we have conducted, online published articles of related TPD, and theoretical perspectives which relate to digital technology task design and classroom orchestration. We extended the notion of within-case and cross-case analysis proposed by Merriam and Tisdell (2015) for this study. In within case analysis, each source of data was analyzed which refer to their characteristics. Teachers’ design knowledge and classroom orchestration as the targeted data from TPD DigiTech we did were analyzed using the lens of Dynamic Geometry Tasks Analysis Framework (Trocki & Hollebrands, 2018) and instrumental orchestration (Drijvers, Doorman, Boon, Reed, & Gravemeijer, 2010). Content analysis was used to analyze online twenty articles on DigiTech TPD. It aims to categorize textual data into similar entities or conceptual category (Julien, 2008). Theoretical perspectives on digital technology in mathematics education were analyzed to determine the crucial factors in implementing technology-rich mathematics classroom. In cross-case analysis, we compare the results of three within-case analysis to explore a possible criterion for DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers in Indonesia. The elaboration of each data collection and analysis is presented respectively as follows.

DigiTech TPD

We held teachers’ professional development program for in-service secondary mathematics teachers to introduce GeoGebra and DigiTech mathematics task. The teachers were mostly novice to the use of digital technology in mathematics teaching. The TPD was in the form of a two-day workshop and following by collaboration in class with the teachers. This type of TPD is called a hybrid model (Leong, et al., 2017). The first workshop involved 16 (sixteen) in-service mathematics teachers and two teachers worked with the authors in the classroom after the workshop. After that, we also had the second workshop with 11 (eleven) in-service mathematics teachers and classroom teaching with one teacher. The three teachers were involved in classroom teachings on a voluntary basis. The two-day workshop is sixteen hours training, about ten hours for GeoGebra and six hours for the design of DigiTech mathematics task. For GeoGebra, we focus on its features for geometry and transformation topics. In the design of DigiTech mathematics tasks, we introduced the nature of mathematics task in general and particularly DigiTech mathematics task. ‘Investigating cyclic quadrilateral’ was provided as the sample in the discussion (Leung, 2011). In the first phase, we discussed the design of DigiTech mathematics tasks then the teachers worked in a group in the first workshop and individual in the second workshop to design DigiTech mathematics task. Several groups and teachers presented their designed tasks to discuss together.

In this article, the mathematics tasks designed by teachers were analyzed through the lens of Dynamic Geometry Tasks Analysis Framework (Trocki & Hollebrands, 2018). There are other frameworks proposed by mathematics education researchers (e.g., Fahlgren & Brunström, 2014; Gustafsson, 2016; Leung, 2017) to examine the quality of DigiTech mathematics tasks. We decided to use the framework from Trocki and Hollebrands (2018) since it is specific to the tasks created from dynamic geometry software such as GeoGebra and relating mathematical dept with technological actions.
Teachers’ orchestration of the technology-rich mathematics classroom has been analyzed (Ratnasari, et al., 2018) through the framework of instrumental orchestration (Drijvers, et al., 2010) and didactics tetrahedron unfolded (Hollebrands & Okumuş, 2018).

**Online published articles on DigiTech TPD**

We searched national scientific databases (Garuda, [http://garuda.ristekdikti.go.id](http://garuda.ristekdikti.go.id)) and International reputable mathematics education journals published in Springer, JSTOR, and Elsevier to trace articles on DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers. The keywords used for the search in International database were teachers professional development, digital technology/ICT, mathematics, Indonesia. Meanwhile, for the national database we used similar English keywords and some keywords in Bahasa namely pelatihan GeoGebra, GeoGebra, pelatihan teknologi/ICT/multimedia guru matematika. In the international database, we found just one related article (Patahuddin, 2013). In the national database, we had 52 documents, but none is relevant (keyword: teachers professional development), three relevant documents (keyword: pelatihan GeoGebra), 181 documents but none relates to TPD (keyword: GeoGebra), no document found for keyword pelatihan teknologi/ICT/multimedia guru matematika. We extended the search using a larger database (Google Scholar) with keywords pelatihan aplikasi matematika untuk guru. We found many related articles but we randomly select twenty articles to be analyzed in this article (e.g., Dhoruri, et al., 2018; Koswara, et al., 2017). Two main questions led the content analysis, i.e., what is the content of the DigiTech TPD conducted by the authors? And what is the model of TPD? We mean content here is the aim of TPD, e.g., focus on digital tools or/and its classroom implementation. We refer the model of TPD to the summary of general TPD in mathematics education (Leong, et al., 2017)

**Theoretical perspectives**

There are lots of theoretical perspectives which relate to digital technology in mathematics education (Drijvers, Kieran, Mariotti, & Ainley, 2010). In this article, we give more focus on theoretical perspectives which refer to DigiTech mathematics task design and teachers’ orchestration of technology-rich mathematics teachings as two of three decisive factors of success implementation of digital technology in mathematics teachings (Drijvers, 2015). The question to lead the theoretical analysis was what knowledge the mathematics teachers should have to successfully implement digital technology in mathematics teachings?

**Results and Discussion**

In this part, we present and analyze the three data. DigiTech mathematics tasks designed by the mathematics teachers in the current TPD will be examined through the framework of Dynamic Geometry Tasks Analysis Framework (Trocki & Hollebrands, 2018). It aims to reveal the teachers’ knowledge of designing the task. Teachers’ orchestration of technology-rich mathematics classroom which has been analyzed by Ratnasari et al. (2018) will be highlighted. These two cases are important to see the effect of TPD we have conducted and contribute to the idea of exploring possible criterion of DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers. Data from twenty online articles of related TPD in Indonesia which focus on revealing the content and mode of TPD will be explained. The result of this analysis is also used as the empirical background to support the explored criterion. At last, theoretical perspectives of digital technology in mathematics education will review the first two result of analyses and at the same time complement the criterion.

---

4Slash (/) sign means two keywords, digital technology or ICT
Dynamic Geometry Tasks Analysis Framework (Trocki & Hollebrands, 2018) divided DGS tasks into three levels, i.e., low, medium and high. The criterion for the level is the coordination of mathematical depts with technological actions. In the first workshop, the task was designed in the group, but in the second workshop it was as individual work. The variation was intended to see the difference between the results of the tasks. We had five group tasks and ten individual tasks. The results of analysis showed that all of the tasks are at the low level since they do not contain a collection of prompts that coordinate mathematical depth and technological actions (Trocki & Hollebrands, 2018). In this article, we provided the excerpt of the analysis, one from group task and another from the individual task.

![Figure 1. Excerpt of analyzed individual DigiTech mathematics task](image)

**Figure 1. Excerpt of analyzed individual DigiTech mathematics task**

Figure 1 is a task designed by one of the teachers in the second workshop. It aims to lead students to understand and determine the distance of point B to the line EG. The task used students’ constructed sketch. The cube is only for illustration in this article. Table 1 shows the analysis of the task. Trocki and Hollebrands (2018) defined prompt as "…a written question or direction related to a sketch that requires a verbal or written response. It may require a technological action, such as in the form of a drawing, construction, measurement or manipulation of a sketch…(p.14-15)"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt number</th>
<th>Task codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(N/A, A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(N/A, C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(N/A, C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(N/A, B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(1, N/A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Coding summary of individual DigiTech mathematics tasks*

*The original tasks were in Bahasa and translated in English for this article*
Figure 2. Excerpt of analyzed group DigiTech mathematics task

Figure 2 is a task designed by teachers in the group in the first workshop. It aims to direct students formulate the circle equation with origin O(0,0). The task also used students’ constructed sketch. The available figure is only for illustration in this article. Table 2 shows the analysis of the task.

Table 2. Coding summary of group DigiTech mathematics tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt number</th>
<th>Task codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(the coordination of mathematical dept with technological actions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(N/A, A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(N/A, A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(N/A, C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(1, N/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(2, N/A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two tasks (Figure 1, Figure 2) are categorized as low-level tasks since each prompt has only mathematical dept or technological actions. The mathematical dept does not require a higher level of cognitive demand (Stein & Smith, 1998), as prompt 3-5 developed in the framework. The technological actions range within drawing, measurement, and construction. Dragging or use of other dynamic aspects of the sketch and manipulation of the sketch has not included in the tasks.

Besides design of DigiTech mathematics tasks, teacher’s roles also contribute to successful implementation of digital technology in mathematics education. Drijvers (2015) argue that the teachers have to orchestrate learning which exploit pedagogical potential of the tools and relate the experiences within technological experiences to paper and pencil skills or other mathematical activities. Ratnasari et al. (2018) observed teaching practices of two novice mathematics teachers in orchestrating technology-rich mathematics teaching. The teachers participated in the first workshop of DigiTech we conducted. It was found that the teachers’ observed practices are mostly non-technology orchestrations, i.e., explanatory and board-instruction orchestration. It is a traditional setting of teaching where the teacher explains the task to the whole class (Drijvers, et al., 2014). The explanation has no apparent connection to the use of digital technology. The teachers brought almost the same routines to their technology classroom as their regular
lesson in non-technology teaching. The use of digital technology in the observed teachers’ practices did not transform or change mathematical activity.

In search of published works regarding the second type of DigiTech TPD, many related articles were found but we chose 20 (twenty) articles randomly which refer to the first ten pages of search results in Google Scholar. We think it is not feasible to list and filter all results of the search since over 12,600 documents then analyze the related articles. In this case, the twenty articles might not be representative to explain the content and model of DigiTech TPD. There might be one or more articles which addressed different content and model of TPD as in the analyzed articles. However, referring to the sites where the TPD were conducted, i.e., several representing cities such as Semarang, Lampung, Jember, Palembang, Aceh, Depok, Tabanan, so forth., we think the articles could provide the insights on TPD held in different places in Indonesia.

We then analyzed the content and model of TPD in the articles. The content is about the knowledge that would be developed through the programs. If it is knowledge about the technology or the tool, then the program concern on technical aspects of the tool. The model refers to how is the TPD conducted. Is it a workshop/training only or following by classroom teaching? We refer to the model of TPD summarized by Leong, et al. (2017), i.e., cascade and hybrid model. Of the twenty published works (journal articles), the content of TPD concern on the use of the digital tools to create learning media or sources for classroom teaching (e.g., Hapsari, Alamsyah, & Awaludin, 2018; Koswara, et al., 2017) and none of TPD drawn from cascade and hybrid model. The TPD was only training which typically consists of several activities; the instructor trains the teachers to use the digital tool, the teachers practice the tools, and simulation or presentation for classroom teaching. The examples of learning media in the context of TPD are cubes constructed in GSP, learning sources stored in Moodle or worksheet in GeoGebra. Dynamic geometry software is mostly used in TPD (70%). The other tools are Maple, Social Media Apps (Edmodo), Moodle and Mobile (Android). The sample of TPD articles shows that the DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers conducted by a group of lecturers as part of their community service or researchers have not ‘touched’ three crucial content, i.e., the design of the task, teachers’ role in orchestrating technology-rich mathematics teaching, and classroom teaching with the teacher.

Up to this part, we have analyzed the level of teachers’ designed task in two workshops of the current TPD, highlighted the teachers’ classroom orchestration in teaching mathematics with/through digital tools (Ratnasari, et al., 2018), and analyzed twenty articles related to DigiTech TPD in Indonesia. We have several important notes as follows. Firstly, although the content of the workshop of current TPD has concerned on DigiTech mathematics tasks, the workshop has not developed teachers’ knowledge of design. It can be seen through the quality of the designed tasks by the teachers individually or in the group. Secondly, teachers’ orchestration in classroom teaching using GeoGebra is still influenced by their old-classroom practices (Ratnasari, et al., 2018) which also show that the workshop has not supported teachers’ orchestration of technology-rich classroom practices. Thirdly, DigiTech TPD conducted in Indonesia (e.g., Hapsari, Alamsyah, & Awaludin, 2018; Koswara, et al., 2017) concern on the use of the digital tools to create learning media or sources for classroom teaching and were in the form of training without collaboration in the classroom teaching.

Regarding the current TPD, we identified two factors as the reason for the limitation, i.e., time allocation for the workshop and feedback in classroom teaching with the teachers. The two-day workshop is not enough to develop the teachers’ knowledge of design and initiate the changes of classroom practices from without-technology to with technology. Moreover, the mathematics teachers involved in the workshop were the
novice in the use of digital tools such as GeoGebra. More intense discussion and demos of teaching practices using the DigiTech mathematics designed tasks are required in the workshop/training to at least orientate the teachers to the new classroom practices with technology. For the DigiTech TPD reported in the twenty articles, possible factors such as funding, time constraints, and unknown of related theoretical frameworks might be the reasons why they did not address teachers’ knowledge of task design, classroom orchestration, and a hybrid or cascade model of TPD.

We now call back the question “what is a possible criterion of a digital technology related TPD in Indonesian context?” and present theoretical perspectives which lead the way to the criterion. However, we argue that no single criterion which fit all condition. In case of DigiTech TPD, mathematics teachers as input in the TPD significantly determine the result of TPD. In specific, teachers’ experiences in the design and use of mathematics tasks and the use of digital tools are two of many factors which contribute to TPD. We present three cases in this theoretical perspective namely decisive factors in the use of digital technology in mathematics teaching (Drijvers, 2015), models of TPD (e.g., Leong, et al., 2017) and relevant theories of digital technology in mathematics education (Drijvers, et al., 2010; Drijvers, et al., 2014).

From the dept analysis of six prior researches, Drijvers (2015) identified three crucial and decisive factors which promote or hinder the the implementation of digital technology in mathematics education, i.e., design, teacher’s role and educational context. The design refers to design of digital technology, design of corresponding task and activities and design of lesson and teaching in general. The three designs are interrelated. The use of digital technology in mathematics teaching did not decrease the roles of teachers. Moreover, the roles are getting ‘complicated’ since the teachers have to bring together the mathematics and the digital tools in the classroom practices. Drijvers (2015) argued that the teachers have to orchestrate mathematics learning which explore the pedagogical potentials of the digital tools, synthesize the technology-rich mathematical activities and relating the activities to the board or paper pencil based mathematical activities. Education context relates to the the implementation of digital technology in natural way, deal with student’s motivation and engagement and the case of assessment.

In the case of TPD, design of DigiTech mathematics tasks and teacher’s roles in orchestrating mathematics teaching are a compulsory content since the teachers in teachers education have not adequally achieve them.

There are several theoretical perspectives which guide the use of digital technology in mathematics teaching (Drijvers, et al., 2010). In this article, we present the theories which relate to design of the task and classroom orchestration. For the first case, there are three proposed frameworks: (1) epistemic model of task design in dynamic geometry environment (Leung, 2011) which he revised to Mathematics Digital Task Design Knowledge (Leung, 2017); (2) a model of task design which focus on exploration, explanation and generalization (Fahlgren & Brunström, 2014); and (3) Dynamic Geometry Tasks Analysis Framework (Trocki & Hollebrands, 2018). For the second case, instrumental orchestration (Drijvers, et al., 2010) and structuring features of classroom practices (Bozkurt & Ruthven, 2015; Ruthven, 2009) have used to examine how mathematics teachers orchestrate technology-rich mathematics teachings.

Leong, Kaur, and Kwon (2017) summarized the characteristics of mathematics teachers’ professional development in five Asian countries (India, Korea, Pakistan, Singapore and Taiwan) in case of sites, model, and key attributes. There are two models of professional development (PD) namely hybrid and cascade model. In a hybrid model of PD, experts share or co-construct knowledge with teachers who integrate the knowledge into their classroom practices either simultaneously or after class. Meanwhile, a cascade model consists of a training portion of workshops conducted by the university
scholars, followed by collaboration with the teachers in their classrooms, and finally teachers in the PD program developing fellow teachers in their school who were not in the PD program (Kumar & Subramaniam, 2017).

We have highlighted theoretical perspectives regarding the decisive factors in successfully implementing digital technology in mathematics education, models of TPD and relevant theories of DigiTech mathematics tasks design and classroom orchestration. Additionally, we have revealed the limitation of the current TPD and other DigiTech TPD conducted in Indonesia. The following paragraphs will explore the possible criterion of DigiTech TPD in Indonesia drawn from the limitation of TPD we have conducted, analysis of articles which report the TPD and theoretical perspectives.

We argue that the DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers should mainly aims to develop teachers’ knowledge of designing DigiTech mathematics tasks and their roles in orchestrating the use of digital technology in mathematics teaching. There are three elements to be considered in the DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers, i.e., the theoretical approach to the professional development, model, and content. Lesson study (Fernandez & Yoshida, 2012) and design research (Swan, 2014; Thurm, et al., 2015) could be the alternative for the theoretical approach. The first has been familiar with Indonesian mathematics teachers and widely implemented (Kusumah & Nurhasanah, 2017).

We think the ideal model for TPD is cascade model since it consists of a training session (workshop) held by the university scholars, followed by classrooms teaching with teachers, and eventually, teachers involved in the TPD developing fellow teachers in their school who were not in the program. This could be a genesis for school-based teachers working group which disentangle the funding and inactivity problems in MGMP. The program could be directly supported and facilitated by the schools. This model fits with the top-down TPD because it involves many parties and more resources. The TPD which conducted by mathematics educators or a group of researchers through community service program is feasible to apply the hybrid model. It is not just training as we found in the TPD related articles but following by collaboration with the teachers in the classroom. The bottom-up type of TPD has wider coverage area and could directly involve MGMP.

The content of TPD should refer to the three crucial factors of successfully implementing technology in mathematics education, i.e., the design, roles of teachers and educational context (Drijvers, 2015). For the design of dynamic geometry mathematics task in specific, the frameworks developed by Trocki and Hollebrands (2018) or Leung (2017) is very resourceful to be used in developing teachers’ design knowledge and examining the designed tasks. In case of teachers’ roles in orchestrating technology-rich mathematics teaching, instrumental orchestration (Drijvers, Doorman, et al., 2010) describes observed teaching practices of implementing technology in the mathematics classroom. Also, the collaboration of mathematics educators and researchers with the teachers in classroom teaching will form collaborative learning or well-known as the community of practices (Wenger, 1998). For example, a combination of Lesson Study as theoretical approach, hybrid model, and a focus on task design and teachers’ roles in classroom orchestration which employ related frameworks, i.e. Dynamic Geometry Tasks Analysis Framework (Trocki & Hollebrands, 2018) or Techno Pedagogic Task Design (Leung, 2017), instrumental orchestration (Drijvers, et al., 2010) and potential of community of practice (Wenger, 1998) would be alternative combination for designing DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers.
Conclusion

In this article, we describe mathematics teachers’ designed DigiTech mathematics task, highlight teachers’ orchestration of technology-rich mathematics practices, reveal the content and model of DigiTech TPD in Indonesia and present theoretical perspectives of digital technology in mathematics education. The DigiTech TPD we conducted has not developed teachers’ knowledge of DigiTech mathematics tasks design as the tasks do not co-ordinate mathematical depts with technological actions (Trocki & Hollebrands, 2018) and supported teachers’ role in orchestrating technology-rich mathematics teaching (Ratnasari, et al., 2018). In search and analysis of related TPD online published works, we found that the existing DigiTech TPD for in-service mathematics teachers in Indonesia have not adopted hybrid or cascade model (Leong, et al., 2017) and addressed the decisive factors of successfully implementing digital technology in mathematics education, i.e., the design of tasks and teachers' orchestration of technology-rich mathematics teaching. The theoretical perspectives have proposed the model of PD, the ways of designing DigiTech mathematics tasks and the orchestration teachers should have in with-technology mathematics teachings. Drawing from the three cases, we explored possible criterion which comprises three elements in DigiTech TPD in Indonesia, that is the theoretical approach to the professional development, model, and content. A further review and field implementation are required to examine the criterion.
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